Event: Hydrogen Workshop

Description: Hydrogen Workshop – March 25-26, 2019

This Release relates to the recorded talk, presentation, course and/or article (“Event”) identified above, as well as to related content prepared by me for distribution at Stanford in connection with the Presentation (“Materials”). Through this Release, I am providing permission to The Board of Trustees of the Leland Stanford Junior University (“Stanford”) to use my Presentation and Materials for purposes consistent with the mission of Stanford, including teaching, research and public outreach. I understand that I will retain all of my intellectual property rights to the Presentation and Materials. I am granting this permission in exchange for no consideration, consistent with the following terms and conditions:

1. License. I hereby grant Stanford a non-exclusive, royalty-free, irrevocable, world-wide license to use, copy, modify, distribute and perform publicly the Presentation and Materials in any media or format. This license includes the right to commercialize the Presentation and Materials.

2. Publicity. I hereby grant Stanford permission to use my name, likeness, voice and biographical material to promote or exploit the Presentation, Materials or other work based upon them.

3. Representations and Warranties. I represent and warrant that: I am the sole owner of the Presentation and Materials; no third party has any claim to the Presentation or Materials; and that I know of no claim that the Presentation or Materials infringe or violate any rights of any other person or entity. I have identified, and will provide Stanford with the appropriate approval for the use of, any third party works or images that are used in the Presentation and Materials.

4. Use of Stanford Name. I understand that Stanford grants me permission to identify Stanford as the venue for the Presentation. Except as otherwise permitted by Stanford in writing, I acknowledge that I may not use “Stanford”, “Stanford University” or any other trademark or insignia owned by Stanford, images of Stanford, or names or images of Stanford representatives or students.

5. General Provisions. I acknowledge that this Release is governed by the laws of the State of California. This Release may not be amended in any manner except by a writing signed by Stanford and me.

Name: _______________________________ Telephone Number: _______________________

Signature: ______________________________ Email Address: _______________________

Date: ________________________________

NOTE: Please attach to this Release any required permissions for use of third party material.